MY FAVOURITE SHIRT
Nic Wong takes the basic shirt block and improvises it
in intelligently modern ways with contemporary shirt
dresses and effortlessly androgynous separates, all
inspired and developed from the humble shirt.
Finding inspiration from neat and structured lines of the
city skyline, the familiar shirt is twisted and manipulated
to lighten up the sobriety and strict code of styling. Lower
hemlines, asymmetrical collars, and subtly sexy keyhole
openings creep their way in to find their snug and
comfortable settings on the standard shirt, creating an
unconventional sight of clever ideas and distinct style.
Baggy pants and boy shorts are playfully hemmed up,
breathing through light parka jackets, worn loose and
buckled up with slim belts, securing the confidence while
soaring at heights, yet enjoying every sight and scene.
Collar up and button down with layers of lightweight
shirts in preppy vests, glitter-littered lines and
reflective polyester. The classic grey scale palette
shimmers for a splendid time ahead. Wake up to a
blissful beautiful morning of cerulean skies, notes of
fresh cut grass in the dewy air, the warmth of the
gentle sunshine, dressed lazily in not much else, but
your favourite old shirt. This collection is about
embracing confidence and going to dignified places with
total ease.

In 2001, Nic Wong bagged the Atelier East Design Excellence Award for Fashion Design and
scored a scholarship to pursue his studies in Fashion Design with Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology (RMIT). Upon graduation, Nic emerged winner of the Mercedes Benz Asia Fashion
Award (Singapore) in 2004. Having pursued his studies and dabbling in various design industries
such as graphic and interior design, Nic has developed design sensibilities with the juxtaposition
between contrasting elements flaunted on a highly accessible monochromatic palette
augmented with bold and vibrant hues.
Launched in 2005, Nicholas is an eponymous label created for the stylish contemporary
professional lady of modern times. Nic Wong, the creative brainchild behind the label, has
always been accredited for his meticulous attention to geometrically quirky details in his
understated designs for apparels and accessories. The crisp clean lines of his designs are typical
of his sensitivity towards technical construction. In recent years he has been regarded as one of
the first quintessential local designers to pioneer grounds in the Singapore fashion scene. With
all the credentials behind Nicholas, this label is set to break grounds internationally as Nic
desires to develop his signature contemporary style and to continually deliver designs of
distinctive workmanship.
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